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“Top 10 study habits of successful 
students”: 
is it really as easy as all that?
No magic quick fixes –
sorry!
Who’s in the 
(virtual) room 
today?
So, what are study skills 
exactly?
“If a student performs well, if 
they present well, or they do a 
report well, it’s not because they 
have good study skills, rather, it’s 
because they know their subject. 
If one of us were to give a 
presentation on the reasons why 
Nazi Germany’s Operation Blau 
offensive in the Soviet Union in 
1942 failed, we could do so 






“If we were instead to attempt a 
presentation on why the recent 
helicopter flight on Mars succeeded, 
we would not be able to do so. For 
someone to suggest to us that we 
could do the first because we had 
good study skills and couldn’t do the 





“If students are struggling or 
need support in their degrees, 
they don’t need more study 
skills, they need help with the 
subjects of their degrees. 
Because subject knowledge is 
what creates success and it is 
this students need help with.”
Richards, K. & Pilcher, N. (2021) ‘Study skills are not the answer to 
students’ academic woes’, WonkHE. Available at: 
https://wonkhe.com/blogs/study-skills-are-not-the-answer-to-
students-academic-woes/ 
I’ve made some assumptions here…
a) you agree that study skills are “a 
thing” in their own right, 
b) you agree that they are important, and
c) you don’t agree “it’s just about the 
subject” 
Coming back to the question, what do we actually mean by “study skills”?




Study skills are learning strategies that 
help us:
• Organise, process, read and use 
information effectively
• Organise and manage our time 
effectively
• Organise ourselves – how and when 
we work
• Make notes and write effectively
• Prepare for and take exams
https://www.ocnlondon.org.uk/Qualifications/Qualifications-with-Support-Materials/sample-
materials-Intro-Study-Skills
Other definitions list specific skills, e.g. 
• Time management and organisation
• Critical thinking
• Taking effective notes
• Academic writing
• Working in groups
• Learning independently 
• Managing stress
• Digital skills
The pandemic has shown us how problematic digital study skills are
I think the problem is: 
we’re often not great at 
telling students what we 
expect
     
I expect students to be reasonably proficient in searching online (Googling) 
and probably to be able to find a book in a library. I would like it if [they] 
were able to use a small amount or secondary materials/ criticism in their 
assignments but many can’t 
Students should know the difference between reference lists & bibliography; 
how to use the library/online resources; how to analyse an article; how to be 
critical in reading/translating it into their writing
First year undergraduate
     
I expect students to be reasonably proficient in searching online (Googling) 
and probably to be able to find a book in a library. I would like it if [they] 
were able to use a small amount or secondary materials/ criticism in their 
assignments but many can’t 
Students should know the difference between reference lists & bibliography; 
how to use the library/online resources; how to analyse an article; how to be 
critical in reading/translating it into their writing
     
I would expect a publishable standard of writing from the most able students
Some students still appear to not understand what the differences are 
between peer reviewed journals and magazines. Some still struggle to 
understand that what they think of as their original has to be referenced as 
someone has had that idea before them 
Final year undergraduate
     
I would expect a publishable standard of writing from the most able students
Some students still appear to not understand what the differences are 
between peer reviewed journals and magazines. Some still struggle to 
understand that what they think of as their original has to be referenced as 
someone has had that idea before them 
     
They should be able to reference 'to a point' and I still expect to 
give a lot of guidance with referencing at this stage
This year is about criticality. Students should be able to use more
than one source - contesting ideas, synthesizing, or showing 
opposing sides. Referencing is expected to be perfect by now 
2nd year undergraduate
     
They should be able to reference 'to a point' and I still expect to 
give a lot of guidance with referencing at this stage
This year is about criticality. Students should be able to use more
than one source - contesting ideas, synthesizing, or showing 
opposing sides. Referencing is expected to be perfect by now 
Study skills means different things at different times in different subjects
Have I confused you yet?!
So what can you 
(or students you 
know) actually do?
Work out what 
tutors actually 




Look for study skills websites and/or sessions at your college/uni
e.g. https://www.worcester.ac.uk/studyskills
Then use that to 
work out what 
works for you
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What non-study stuff can you find to help with your mental and 
physical health?
E.g. https://library.worc.ac.uk/study-happy
And finally, don’t compartmentalise study skills!
Questions?
